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SPRINT funds collaborative projects with many companies across the UK. The outcomes of many 

of these projects and the missions of companies leading them help to contribute to the UN’s 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This was summarised in a previous report, that identified 

and summarised the most frequent Goals, directly and indirectly linked to SPRINT projects.  

The top three most frequent Goals were: 

• SDG#9 Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure 

• SDG#12 Responsible Consumption and Production 

• SDG#13 Climate Action 

This report will summarise the SDG#9 and provides some examples of how SPRINT projects are 

supporting this Goal. 

 

Sustainable Development Goal SDG#9: Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure  

This SDG encompasses three important aspects of sustainable development: 

• Infrastructure: Provides the basic physical systems and structures essential to the 

operation of a society or enterprise 

• Industrialisation: Drives economic growth, creates job opportunities and thereby 

encourages income development of new skills 

• Innovation: Enables the efficient use of resource through introducing and promoting new 

technologies 

Inclusive and sustainable industrial development is the primary source of income generation, allows 

for rapid and sustained increases in living standards for all people, and provides the technological 

solutions needed for environmentally sound industrialisation. 
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Applications that play a key role are: 

• Infrastructure mapping and monitoring, including maintenance of road infrastructure in rural 

environments where the most reliable technology is satellite-based 

• Construction surveying through machine learning 

• Smart mobility e.g. reduced fuel consumption by smarter planning and monitoring of driving 

behaviour 

According to the United Nations Development Programme, in some low-income African countries, 

infrastructure constraints cut business productivity by around 40%, which hinders their 

development in multiple ways. Moreover, in developing countries, barely 30% of agricultural 

products undergo industrial processing, compared to 98% high-income countries. This implies that 

the majority of daily working hours in developing countries are spent on agriculture for self-

sufficiency, rather than spent for livelihood or improving economic outcomes. 

Technological innovation progress is key to finding lasting solutions to social, economic, and 

environmental challenges such as providing new jobs and promoting energy efficiency. Promoting 

sustainable industries, and investing in scientific research and innovation, are all important ways to 

facilitate sustainable development. 

 

SPRINT Case Studies 

In the previous report about SPRINT and the SDGs, SDG#9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure 

appeared as the most frequent Goal from the projects lists contributing to building resilient 

infrastructure, promoting inclusive and sustainable industrialisation and fostering innovation. Of the 

87 projects investigated, a total of 29 projects were assessed to contribute directly or indirectly to 

SDG#9. 

Due to the space sector focus of the SPRINT programme, many of the funded collaborative projects 

are closely linked with harnessing innovative space technologies such as Earth Observation (EO) 

remote sensing including visible, Mid-Wave infrared (MWIR) and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

data to support infrastructure, industrialisation and the development of viable business solutions. 

Therefore SDG#9 appears more frequently than the other 17 SDGs in the SPRINT project portfolio. 
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Global Tower Solutions Ltd 

Global Tower Solutions Ltd (GTS) is one of the most evident project case studies that links to SDG#9 

in a collaboration with the University of Southampton. GTS aims to develop a novel Earth 

Observation-data driven solution to support the formulation, negotiation, and execution of 

renewable energy-powered large-scale cell tower projects in Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. Many 

developing countries and rural communities commonly struggle with access to reliable and cost-

effective telecommunications infrastructure, which leaves those communities with a huge barrier to 

economic growth. 

 

FIGURE 1 CELL TOWER SUPPORTED BY SOLAR ENERGY IN ASIA & SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

However, upgrading the diesel fuel-powered backup generators to renewable energy lessens the 

operational finance costs and through harnessing EO data, the GTS solution helps identify where it 

is most viable to deploy renewable energy powered cell towers and optimise their placement for 

maximum solar and wind power benefit. Furthermore, through the utilisation of machine learning 

algorithms and crowdsourced-mapping techniques, the GTS solution can potentially help rural 

farming communities to access real-time weather data and power tube-wells to irrigate crops and 

support domestic water consumption. 
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According to the Global Indicator Framework the GTS project covers the following indicators: 

 

 

 

 

• 9.1 Develop quality, reliable, unsustainable, and resilient infrastructure, including regional 

and transborder infrastructure, to support economic development and human well-being 

with a focus on affordable and equitable access for all 

• 9.3 Increase the access of small-scale industrial and other enterprises, in particular in 

developing countries, to financial services, including affordable credit, and their integration 

into value chains and markets 

• 9.a Facilitate sustainable and resilient infrastructure development in developing countries 

through enhanced financial, technological, and technical support to African countries, least 

developed countries, landlocked developing countries, and small island developing States 

• 9.c Significantly increase access to information and communications technology and strive 

to provide universal and affordable access to the Internet in least developed countries by 

2020 

• 9.c.1 Proportion of population covered by a mobile network, by technology 

The outcomes of the GTS project could also make direct and indirect contributions to achieving 

other SDGs, including: 

• Goal 1: No Poverty 

• Goal 3: Good Health and Well-being  

• Goal 4: Quality Education 

• Goal 5: Gender Equality 

• Goal 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth  

• Goal 10: Reduced Inequality 

• Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities 

• Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and Production 

• Goal 13: Climate Action 

FIGURE 2 GLOBAL INDICATOR FRAMEWORK SDG#9 FOR GLOBAL TOWER SOLUTIONS 
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Route Masters 

Route Masters, based at the European Space Agency BIC UK in Harwell in Oxfordshire, entered into 

a collaboration through SPRINT with the University of Leicester to develop an innovative transport 

management solution for African cities. Emerging cities across Africa are undergoing rapid 

urbanisation and are overwhelmed by informal, unmapped, and unregulated public transport 

networks, which are responsible for high CO2 emissions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local transport authorities are lacking in data-driven tools to plan efficient public transport 

leaving urban dwellers constrained by the lack of efficient navigation tools. Consequently, the 

African continent remains the last place on Earth without accurate digital transport route maps or 

the significant use of mobile transport applications.  

In this project the team are using Earth Observation data combined with the utilisation of sensors, 

telematics data and applied mathematics to build digital route maps and accurately deliver 

journey times and modes for city planning tools and mobile navigation application for customers. 

This project in particular focuses on understanding the infrastructure and transport challenges and 

requirements of a major African city, Lagos. 

 

 

FIGURE 3 EARTH OBSERVATION DATA COLLECTION THROUGH SATELLITE IMAGE 
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According to the Global Indicator Framework the Route Master covers the following indicators: 

 

FIGURE 4 GLOBAL INDICATOR FRAMEWORK SDG#9 FOR ROUTE MASTER 

• 9.1 Develop quality, reliable, unsustainable, and resilient infrastructure, including regional 

and transborder infrastructure, to support economic development and human well-being, 

with a focus on affordable and equitable access for all 

• 9.1.2 Passenger and freight volumes, by mode of transport 

• 9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them sustainable, with 

increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and environmentally sound 

technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking action in accordance with 

their respective capabilities 

• 9.4.1 CO2 emission per unit of value added 

The outcomes of the Route Masters project could also make direct and indirect contributions to 

achieving other SDGs, including: 

• Goal 3: Good Health and Well-being 

• Goal 7: Affordable and Clean Energy 

• Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities 

• Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and Production 

• Goal 13: Climate Change 
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Conclusion 

The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals are closely related to every industry in every 

sector around the world. In particular, SDG#9 seeks to influence the groundwork of sustainable 

industry and infrastructure with innovation. The sustainable and environmentally-conscious 

technological solution being developed through SPRINT projects could allow for rapid and sustained 

increases in living standards for many people. These SPRINT projects support the foundation of 

efforts to achieve the SDG#9 objectives. Without technology and innovation, sustainable 

industrialisation will not happen and without sustainable industrialisation, there will be no 

development. It is therefore vital to emphasise through programmes such as SPRINT, the importance 

of the contributions made by Small-Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) to achieve SDG#9: Industry, 

Innovation, and Infrastructure. 
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